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For search engines: internal links
guide information architecture,
they connect related content, and
also distribute pagerank. 

For people: just like external
backlinks, internal links help users
find more related, relevant
content with ease.

Internal links help you distribute
backlink authority, interlink
related content, provide great
user experiences, and more. 

Why Internal Links
Are Key



John Mueller from Google says:

“Internal linking is super critical
for SEO.

I think it’s one of the biggest
things that you can do on a
website to kind of guide Google
and guide visitors to the pages
that you think are important."

What Google Says
Is Important 



Google spokespeople say:

"Ideally, you should not just have a
basic set of links, but rather you
should look at it in a strategic way
and think about what do you care
about the most and how can you
highlight that with your internal
linking.”

So, What Pages
Should You
Internally Link to?



Don't just internally link to random
pages on your site. Be strategic. 

Create a list of important pages,
sorted by data like: 

(1) Conversions: what pages on
your site convert at the highest
rate? Drive more people to them!

(2) Rankings: what pages aren't
ranking 1-3 that can bring valuable
traffic? Prioritize them! 

(3) Topical authority: interlink
pillar guides and long-tail posts to
create dense sections of in-depth
content! 



What Pages
Should You
Internally Link
FROM? 



Total backlinks is a BS metric. 

Google has told us many times
that they don't treat all links with
the same "weight."

 Instead look where the highest
quality links are pointing to on
your website — link from those
pages to your highest value pages 

Anchor text should be whatever is
most natural and helpful for the
reader. Don't force exact match if
it doesn't make sense. 

1) Pages With The Best
Links, Not The Most! 



Identify your highest traffic
pages.

Then: internally link to service
pages or MOFU content-based
landing pages that are harder to
rank for competitive terms (since
getting links for them is far more
difficult than blog content!)

Because earning links directly to
landing pages is hard, you'll now
pass link equity from
informational pages to intent-
based landing pages. 

2) Link From High
Traffic Pages 



Internally link to hub pages to
indicate your highest priority
pages. 

Since hub pages are in-depth and
often helpful resources, you can
acquire tons of links to them.

Within that hub page, you can
then internally link to "spokes" or
related content to distribute link
equity RATHER than trying to build
external links to dozens of pages
at a single time, spreading efforts
too thin.

3) Internally Link To
Hub Pages
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